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“Let us not, however, flatter 
ourselves overmuch on account 
of our human victories over 
nature. For each such victory, 
nature takes its revenge on us. 
Each victory, it is true, in the first 
place brings about the results we 
expected, but in the second and 
third places it has quite different, 
unforeseen effects which only too 
often cancel the first.”

Friedrich Engels 1876





Antibiotics – universal access is a 
fundamental human right

• Access to antibiotics has been a major contributor to the 
50% reduction in maternal and child deaths since 1990

• (but many septic neonates and older children with 
pneumonia still dying because of drug resistant 
pathogens)

• Azithromycin MDA reduces all cause mortality in African 
children

• (but caused an increase in macrolide resistant                      
S. pneumoniae)

• Many antibiotics promote growth in children
• (in animals too, but with massive increases in resistance)

Mendelson et al. Lancet 2016; 387: 188-98
Doan et al. N Engl J Med 2019; 380: 2271-2273
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What is the AMR burden?
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Currently 700,000 deaths (low estimate) due 
to antimicrobial resistant infection

10 million deaths by 2050





38,000 in Thailand is “total mortality” 
However, it’s not comparable -

“attributable mortality” should be used



Contributors
• Bacterial Infection in Northeast Thailand (BINET) network
• Ministry of Interior, Thailand

https://elifesciences.org/content/5/e18082 2016

https://elifesciences.org/content/5/e18082


Thailand

• Retrospective, multicentre
surveillance study

• Bacteraemia cases

• Jan 2004 - Dec 2010

• 9 provincial hospitals in 
Northeast Thailand

Study Design
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Mortality attributable to MDR 
in hospital-acquired bacteraemia (our study)

Mortality attributable to MDR 
in hospital-acquired infections (all sites)

Correction factors
Martone WJ., at al. 1998.

Mortality attributable to MDR 
in hospital-acquired infections in Thailand

National statistics of 
nosocomial MDR infections 

Pumart P., et al. 
2012.

Methods
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Conclusion
• Excess deaths due to MDR in HAI patients in 

Thailand is substantial 

Source: Lim 2016

19,000 deaths per year



2015

Acinetobacter spp., Escherichia coli, Klebsiella 
pneumoniae, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, 
Salmonella spp., Shigella spp., Staphylococcus 
aureus, and Streptococcus pneumoniae

“Limitations with data quality and 
representativeness” 



WHO-GLASS Participation December 2018

However, mortality data is not included 
Allows both isolate-based and case-based reports



Hospital admission data

Microbiology laboratory data

Participating Hospital

Application
Summary report in 

WHO GLASS 
aggregated data format

Aggregated data ONLY

Plan - easy-to-use application allowing hospitals to analyse their 
own data, and produce summary reports for monitoring deaths 

related to AMR in their own hospitals



Objectives Outcome Measures 
Primary:

To develop, implement and assess a hospital-based system for 

patient-centred surveillance of Drug Resistant Infections (DRI)

A protocol and guideline for implementation 

of this system for further roll-out in other sites

Secondary: 

To systematically characterize drug-resistant infections based on 

important clinical syndromes, to adequately inform treatment 

guidelines

To implement clinical syndrome-guided diagnostic stewardship of 

patients with suspected infection

To determine the duration, cost of hospitalisation and patient 

outcome of DRI and non-DRI

Antimicrobial susceptibility data with both 

pathogen and clinical denominators, including 

predefined subgroups

Proportion of timely and correctly sampled 

patients per syndrome

Antimicrobial susceptibility data, cost 

estimates, 28 day mortality data

Tertiary:

To evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of the surveillance 

system and package of tools

Results of clinician and laboratory technician 

surveys

ACORN - A Clinically Oriented 
antimicrobial Resistance Network

Led by Paul Turner, Director of Cambodia-Oxford Medical Research Unit



Geographic focusImplementers

Data 
partnerships: 

gathering data, 
cleansing & 

quality assurance

Sources: 
Ministries, 

Public Health, 
Private 

companies, 
Universities, 

WHO

Sources: 
Hospitals and 
Laboratories

Data analysis, 
integration and 

modelling

Statistical 
analytics & 

interpretation

Data presented 
to countries & 

published

Global Burden 
of Disease

Peer reviewed 
publications

Fleming Fund data-focussed project collaboration: 
GRAM and Regional Grants Round 1. 
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The Global Research on AntiMicrobial Resistance (GRAM) study 
an Oxford University / Institute of Health Metrics & Evaluation Partnership

• GRAM is the flagship project of the Oxford GBD (Global Burden of Disease) 
Group 

• The Oxford GBD Group is a partnership between the University of Oxford Big 
Data Institute (BDI) and the Institute of Health Metrics & Evaluation (IHME) at 
the University of Washington.  

• Goal is to provide robust, comprehensive and timely evidence of the burden of 
AMR globally, in order to:

 drive awareness of AMR

 support better surveillance of AMR 

 prompt policy action to control AMR, including facilitating antimicrobial 
stewardship

• GRAM was launched with support from the UK Department of Health’s 
Fleming Fund, the Wellcome Trust and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 



The Global Research on AntiMicrobial Resistance (GRAM) study 
an Oxford University / Institute of Health Metrics & Evaluation Partnership

Objectives
1. Consolidate, review and analyse all available 

data and scientific information on AMR 
worldwide

2. Produce granular geospatial maps of AMR 
burden as detailed as the data will allow

3. Incorporate the mortality and morbidity 
attributable to AMR bacterial pathogens into 
the GBD Study estimates 



J Antimicrob Chemother 2017; 72: 2963–2972 



Access vs Excess                                                  
Antibiotic use drives antimicrobial resistance

Olesen et al. eLife 2018;7:e39435



Broad use of antibiotics more 
important than intensive, repeated use

Intensive, repeated use of antibiotics 
more important than broad use when 
controlled for first use of ANY antibiotic

eLife 2018;7:e39435

Poewels et al. eLife 2019;8:e46561



“One Health 
Approach”







Policy framework for sustainable access to effective antimicrobials

Dar et al. Lancet 2016; 387: 285–95



What communication strategy should we 
use for AMR? 

“War against superbugs”

“Fight against AMR” 

“Please stop the misusing 
antibiotics” 

AMR vs Drug Resistant 
Infections

Who? Action? Nudge?

Market-Message-Medium?
Nature. 2017 May 3;545(7652):23-25



Antibiotic Footprints

Antibiotic Footprint 
can be used to 
attribute antibiotic 
consumption to 
different human 
activities 

Limmathurotsakul et al. J Antimicrob Chemother. 2019 Aug; 74(8): 2122–2127.



“Antibiotic footprint” of the UK in 2017



www.antibioticfootprint.net

Limmathurotsakul et al. J Antimicrob Chemother. 2019 Aug; 74(8): 2122–2127.





“Since 2000, 72 supranational networks 
for AMR surveillance in bacteria, fungi, 
HIV, TB and malaria have been created 
that have involved LMICs, of which 34 are 
ongoing.” 

“Maintaining an up-to-date registry of 
networks would promote a more 
coordinated approach to surveillance.”

Median survival 6 years









Conclusions
• More research needed on burden and on drivers 

of AMR so we know what to communicate

• Still need better ways to communicate the threat 
of AMR

• The bandwagon has everyone on board now, but 
its still needs steering
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